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Introduction: Serverless architectures with DynamoDB 

and Lambda 
 

Build a Basic Serverless Application 
Deploy using Amazon DynamoDB and AWS Lambda with patterns for serverless architectures  
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Overview 

In this tutorial, you will learn how to use 

Amazon DynamoDB and AWS Lambda 

together in a serverless architecture. 

DynamoDB and Lambda are popular 

choices for serverless architectures as they 

both are fully-managed services with pay-

per-use billing options that enable you to 

focus on delivering value to your 

customers. 

What you will learn 

During this tutorial, you will learn to:  

• Understand two main patterns for 

using DynamoDB and Lambda in 

serverless architectures 

• Interact with DynamoDB directly 

from your Lambda function as you 

use DynamoDB as a primary 

database 

• Use Lambda to process Amazon DynamoDB Streams, a change data capture mechanism 

in which you can react to all write operations on your DynamoDB table 

• Use the AWS Serverless Application Model (AWS SAM), an infrastructure-as-code tool 

built on top of AWS CloudFormation to ease the process of building serverless 

applications 

• Integrate Lambda with AWS API Gateway to enable HTTP endpoints for your Lambda 

functions 

AWS Experience Intermediate 

Time to Complete 50 minutes 

Cost to Complete Free Tier eligible 

Tutorial Prereqs • AWS Account with 

administrator-level access** 

• Recommended browser: The 

latest version of Chrome or 

Firefox 

• A computer with AWS CLI 

+ SAM CLI installed 

[**]Accounts created within the past 24 
hours might not yet have access to the 

services required for this tutorial. 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://aws.amazon.com/free/
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This tutorial assumes familiarity with programming concepts and basic AWS principles. While 

the tutorial examples are in Node.js, you can use similar concepts for any Lambda-compatible 

runtime. 

 

Modules 

This tutorial is divided into four modules. You must complete each module in order before 

moving on to the next one. 

 

1. Deploying a basic serverless application with AWS Lambda and AWS API Gateway (15 

minutes) 

2. Creating and using an Amazon DynamoDB table in your serverless application (10 

minutes) 

3. Using Amazon DynamoDB to read and write data in your serverless application (15 

minutes) 

4. Reacting to changes in Amazon DynamoDB with AWS Lambda and DynamoDB 

Streams (10 minutes) 

 

 

Repository 

All the code used in this workshop is available here - https://github.com/alexdebrie/lambda-

dynamodb-workshop    

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://github.com/alexdebrie/lambda-dynamodb-workshop
https://github.com/alexdebrie/lambda-dynamodb-workshop
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Build a Basic Serverless Application 
Deploy using Amazon DynamoDB and AWS Lambda with patterns for serverless architectures  
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Module 1: Deploying a basic serverless application with 

AWS Lambda and Amazon API Gateway 

Introduction 

In this first module, you will deploy a 

simple serverless application. In doing so, 

you will learn about key serverless 

services, such as AWS Lambda and AWS 

API Gateway, as well as how and why to 

use infrastructure-as-code to manage your 

serverless applications. 

 

AWS Lambda is a serverless compute 

service that lets you run code without 

managing servers. To use AWS Lambda, 

you upload your code as a ZIP file or 

container image. This code is called a 

"function", and you configure your function to be triggered on a particular event, such as an 

HTTP request, an SQS queue message, or many other integrations. When that event occurs, 

AWS Lambda will manage the execution of your code to handle the event.  

 

Amazon API Gateway is a fully managed service for building HTTP APIs for your applications. 

You can use API Gateway in connection with Lambda to connect an HTTP endpoint to your 

Lambda function. By combining API Gateway and Lambda, you can build scalable, performant 

HTTP APIs without managing servers, dealing with auto-scaling, or pre-provisioning capacity. 

 

In building serverless applications, you often will be coordinating multiple different AWS 

services, like Lambda and API Gateway. To maintain the resources in your application, you 

should use an infrastructure-as-code tool. Infrastructure-as-code tools define and manage your 

application infrastructure in a codified format. You can check your infrastructure definition into 

your source control and deploy it using the same CI/CD processes as your application code. In 

this way, you have a trackable, repeatable process for managing your infrastructure, rather than 

one-off workflows such as creating infrastructure via the AWS console UI or running ad-hoc 

CLI commands. 

 

Time to Complete 15 minutes 

Services Used • AWS Lambda 

• Amazon API Gateway 

Free Tier eligible 

Module Prereqs • AWS SAM CLI installed 

(See installation instructions) 

• Have environment 

configured with AWS 

credentials (See setup 
instructions) 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://aws.amazon.com/api-gateway/
https://aws.amazon.com/free/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/serverless-sam-cli-install.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/serverless-getting-started-set-up-credentials.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/serverless-getting-started-set-up-credentials.html
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The AWS Serverless Application Model (AWS SAM) is a popular infrastructure-as-code tool for 

building serverless applications. It is built on top of AWS CloudFormation, a general-purpose 

infrastructure-as-code tool. AWS SAM has serverless-specific primitives that ease the burden of 

building serverless applications using infrastructure-as-code. You will use AWS SAM in this 

tutorial to build your serverless application. 

What You Will Learn 

• How to deploy a serverless application using AWS SAM 

• How to write an AWS Lambda function to handle HTTP requests from API Gateway 

• How to create a SAM template to describe your application using infrastructure-as-code 

• How to invoke your AWS Lambda function and observe how the event object changes 

based on the incoming event 

Key Concepts 

 

Serverless application - A combination of Lambda functions, event sources, and other resources 

that work together to perform tasks, including additional resources such as APIs, databases, and 

event source mappings. 

 

Lambda function - A function is a resource that you can invoke to run your code in Lambda. A 

function has code to process the events that you pass into the function or that other AWS 

services send to the function.  

 

SAM template - An AWS SAM template provides you with a simple and clean syntax to 

describe the functions, APIs, permissions, configurations, and events that make up a serverless 

application. You use an AWS SAM template file to operate on a single, deployable, versioned 

entity that's your serverless application. For the full AWS SAM template specification, see AWS 

Serverless Application Model (AWS SAM) specification. The file closely follows the format of 

an AWS CloudFormation template file, which is described in Template anatomy in the AWS 

CloudFormation User Guide. 

Implementation 

Write your AWS Lambda Function 

Let's begin with writing our AWS Lambda function.  

 

AWS SAM has some quick start templates that you can use to generate a new project. You can 

use the sam init command to use these templates or a custom template of your own. The 

command includes an interactive CLI prompt that will help you select your runtime, template 

type, and other configuration options if needed. 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://aws.amazon.com/serverless/sam/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/gettingstarted-concepts.html#gettingstarted-concepts-event
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/sam-specification.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/sam-specification.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/template-anatomy.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/sam-cli-command-reference-sam-init.html
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While these templates are useful, we will create a project from scratch to show how easy it is to 

get started with a new serverless application using AWS SAM. Our example will build an 

application using the Node.js runtime, but the same principles apply for any of the runtimes 

supported by AWS Lambda. 

 

1. Create a new directory to hold your SAM application. In that directory, create a sub-

directory called src/ to hold your application source code. Then, create a file at 

src/main.js with the following contents: 

 
exports.handler = async (event, context) => { 

    return { 

        statusCode: 200, 

        body: JSON.stringify({ 

            message: 'Hello, world!', 

            event 

        }) 

    } 

}; 

 

This file contains our Lambda function code. Each function that you create must include a 

handler that will be the entrypoint to your function. As you configure event sources for your 

function, each event that comes in will trigger your function handler with the contents of the 

event. 

 

Each time your function handler is invoked, it will include two arguments: the event that 

triggered the function, and the context for your event. The event will be specific to the type of 

event source. For an API Gateway event source, it will include information such as the HTTP 

request method, the resource path, and the request body. An SQS event source would include the 

body of the SQS messages included in the payload. You can find examples of the various event 

source types in the AWS Lambda documentation. 

 

The context argument includes metadata about the invocation, including the function name and 

version and the request ID. You can find out more in the documentation about AWS Lambda 

context. 

 

In the body of our handler function, we simply return a response in the format expected by API 

Gateway. It includes a "statusCode" property, to indicate the HTTP status code to include in the 

response, as well as the payload body. Our payload includes a simple message of "Hello, world", 

as well as the full event object so that we can inspect it. 

 

Notice that this is a very simple function handler. In your application, your function will be 

doing more work, including making use of classes, methods, functions, and libraries in your 

programming language. 

 

Because this is a Node.js function, AWS SAM expects a package.json file that specifies the 

project dependencies. While our function doesn't have any dependencies, you can create a 

basic package.json file by running the following command in your root directory: 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/lambda-services.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/lambda-services.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/nodejs-context.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/nodejs-context.html
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npm init -y 

 

Now that we've written our first Lambda function, let's create a SAM template with our 

application infrastructure. 

Create Your SAM Template 

Next, we will create a SAM template that will describe the infrastructure in our serverless 

application. 

 

In the root directory of your project, create a file called "template.yaml".  

 

The GitHub repository has branches corresponding to the steps of this workshop. Open the 

sample template.yaml file from the 1.2 branch and copy the contents.  You can return to this 

repository to copy more sample files in later steps.  

 

Paste into your local file as shown below.   

 
AWSTemplateFormatVersion: "2010-09-09" 

Transform: AWS::Serverless-2016-10-31 

Description: > 

  lambda-ddb-workshop 

 

Resources: 

  MainFunction: 

    Type: AWS::Serverless::Function 

    Properties: 

      CodeUri: ./ 

      Handler: src/main.handler 

      Runtime: nodejs14.x 

      Events: 

        HTTP: 

          Type: Api 

          Properties: 

            Path: / 

            Method: get 

 

Outputs: 

  APIEndpoint: 

    Description: "API Gateway endpoint URL for Prod stage" 

    Value: !Sub "https://${ServerlessRestApi}.execute-

api.${AWS::Region}.amazonaws.com/Prod/" 

 

Let's walk through what is happening in this YAML file. 

 

The first three lines are some metadata about our SAM template. It indicates the format version 

to use, and that it's using the "AWS::Serverless-2016-10-31" Transform. This Transform 

enables the SAM capabilities on top of AWS CloudFormation. 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/alexdebrie/lambda-dynamodb-workshop/1.2/template.yaml
https://github.com/alexdebrie/lambda-dynamodb-workshop/tree/1.2
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/transform-section-structure.html
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The Resources section of our template describes the CloudFormation resources we want to 

create. It is a map in which each key is the logical ID of the resource to create, and the value is 

an object that configures the resource to create. 

 

We have one resource -- a Lambda function -- in our template. The logical ID is 

"MainFunction". If we ever change this logical ID, it will destroy our existing resource and 

create a new one. 

 

Let's look at the configuration for the Lambda function. First, the CodeUri property indicates the 

directory that SAM will use to zip up your Lambda function contents. Then, the Handler is the 

path to the file that contains your function handler, as well as the exported name for your 

handler. When an event comes in, Lambda will open that file and call the handler name to 

process your event. 

 

The Runtime property indicates the function runtime. You can use a number of supported 

runtimes, including Node.js, Python, Go, and Java, or you can upload your own custom runtime. 

 

Finally, the Events property allows you to configure the event sources that will trigger your 

function. In this template, we are configuring an event of type "API", which is an API Gateway 

endpoint. We configure the HTTP method -- "GET" -- and the resource path -- "/" -- that will be 

connected to this function. When a GET request comes to the root path on our API Gateway 

instance, Lambda will pass the request to an instance of our Lambda function. 

 

Notice that this configuration of an API Gateway endpoint is greatly simplified by using a 

serverless-focused tool like AWS SAM. AWS SAM will handle creating the API Gateway 

instance, adding resources and methods, and configuring the permissions to invoke your Lambda 

function. This reduces the amount of configuration required by you and allows you to focus on 

building your application. 

 

Additionally, our template has an Outputs section. You can configure Outputs in your 

CloudFormation to share information about resources in your template, including to retrieve 

values that were generated from your resources after they are created. Here, we are creating an 

output to display the HTTP endpoint for our created API Gateway. 

 

Let's move on to building and deploying our application. 

Building and Deploying Your Serverless Application 

Now that we have our Lambda function code and our infrastructure-as-code template, we can 

deploy our serverless application. 

 

In managing serverless applications with AWS SAM, updating your application is a two-part 

process. First, you perform a build step, which prepares your Lambda functions to be packaged 

into a ZIP file and makes any required changes to your CloudFormation template. Second, you 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/lambda-runtimes.html
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perform a deploy step, which creates the Lambda ZIP files and uploads them to S3, then submits 

your template to CloudFormation for execution. 

 

Let's start with the build step.  

 

1. In your terminal, run the following command: 

 
sam build 

 

You will see some output in your terminal as AWS SAM runs through the build steps. After the 

build completes, it will display the build artifacts and next steps to deploy your function. 

 

Before deploying, look at the output of the build command in the .aws-sam/ directory. It 

contains a build/ directory with the artifacts from your build. This includes a directory for your 

Lambda function as well as an updated template. If you look at the template, you will notice it is 

the same, other than the CodeUri parameter, which has been updated to the location in the build/ 

directory for your Lambda function. 

 

Let's deploy our serverless application. The first time you deploy your application, AWS SAM 

needs some configuration such as the AWS region to use, the stack name for CloudFormation, 

and the S3 bucket in which to store your resources.  

 

2. Configure your application using the following command: 

 
sam deploy --guided 

 

As you configure your setup, be sure to save the configuration options in a samconfig.toml file 

as requested at the end of the prompt. For future deployments, you will only need to run "sam 

deploy" to deploy your application. 

 

Your stack will begin deploying. Once it is complete, it will display the outputs from your stack.  

 

3. Copy the value for your API endpoint, as we will use it to test your application. 

Invoking Your Lambda Function 

Now that your serverless application is deployed, let's trigger your Lambda function using its 

HTTP endpoint. 

 

Remember that you configured your function to be triggered at the root path using a GET 

request. This means you can easily trigger your function from a web browser. 

 

1. Paste the API endpoint from your application outputs into your web browser. You should 

see a response similar to the following: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
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Notice that it includes the "Hello, world!" message, as well as the full event that was given to our 

Lambda function. The event includes the path, the HTTP method, the HTTP headers, the request 

body, and any query parameters that were included in the request. You can use this information 

in your handler to authorize the request, save data to a database, or otherwise customize your 

logic. 

 

2. To see how this changes, add a querystring to your request. Append "?name=Lambda" 

to the end of the URL in your browser. 

 

Now you should see the following: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
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Notice how the "name" parameter has been added to the "queryStringParameters" and 

"multiValueQueryStringParameters" attributes in your event object. 

Conclusion 

In this first module, you deployed a serverless application using AWS SAM. First, you wrote a 

Lambda function to handle HTTP requests from API Gateway. Then, you created a SAM 

template to describe your application using infrastructure-as-code. Next, you used the build and 

deploy commands from AWS SAM to deploy your application. Finally, you invoked your 

Lambda function and saw how the event object changes based on the incoming event. 

 

In the next module, you will see how to add other resources to your serverless application by 

creating a DynamoDB table. 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
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Module 2: Creating and using a DynamoDB table in your 

serverless application 

Introduction 

In this second module, you will add 

additional resources to your serverless 

application by provisioning an Amazon 

DynamoDB table. As you do so, you will 

see how to provision a DynamoDB table as well as how to interact with your DynamoDB table 

in your Lambda function. 

 

Amazon DynamoDB is a fully managed NoSQL database that provides single-digit millisecond 

performance at any scale. It fits well in our existing application as it can be provisioned and 

configured using the same infrastructure-as-code tools as our existing application. Further, you 

can configure permissions for your Lambda function to access your DynamoDB table in your 

SAM template. These permissions integrate well with the Lambda permissions model as 

temporary credentials are automatically injected into your Lambda function instance. The AWS 

SDK you use to interact with DynamoDB and other AWS services will discover these credentials 

and use them to authenticate your request. 

 

Let's see how to create and use a DynamoDB table in our serverless application. 

What You Will Learn 

• How to modify your SAM template to provision a DynamoDB table using infrastructure-

as-code 

• How to update your function code to interact with your DynamoDB table 

• How to update your SAM template to grant access to your DynamoDB table from your 

Lambda function 

• How to deploy updates and see the effects of your changes 

Key Concepts 

 

Time to Complete 10 minutes 

Services Used 

 

• Amazon DynamoDB 

Free Tier eligible 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/
https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/
https://aws.amazon.com/tools/
https://aws.amazon.com/tools/
https://aws.amazon.com/free/
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IAM permissions – AWS Identity and Access Management (AWS IAM) is used across AWS to 

manage authentication and authorization when calling AWS APIs. When calling an AWS API 

operation, the principal making the request must have authorization to use the requested 

operation on the requested resource. 

 

IAM roles – An IAM role is an IAM identity with specific permissions. An IAM role is not 

associated with a specific user. Rather, it can be assumed by others to use the permissions 

attached to the role. When deploying serverless applications with AWS Lambda, you will 

associate an IAM role with your Lambda function to manage permissions for your Lambda 

function. 

Implementation 

Provisioning a DynamoDB table 

First, let's get started by provisioning a DynamoDB table. 

 

In the previous module, we used AWS SAM to describe the infrastructure in our serverless 

application. We used the AWS::Serverless::Function resource type specific to AWS SAM to 

create a Lambda function and to configure an API Gateway endpoint to our function. 

 

The SAM-specific resources are useful, but you can also use any regular CloudFormation 

resource type in your SAM templates. This enables you to take advantage of the hundreds of 

existing resources across AWS services in your serverless applications, as well as building your 

own custom resources or extensions in CloudFormation. 

 

We will create a DynamoDB table by using the AWS::DynamoDB::Table resource type in our 

SAM template. 

 

1. In the template that you created in the first module, add a second resource to the 

Resources section with a logical ID of DynamoDBTable. The configuration should look 

as follows: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/sam-resource-function.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/template-custom-resources.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/registry.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/aws-resource-dynamodb-table.html
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Resources: 

  MainFunction: ... 

  DynamoDBTable: 

    Type: "AWS::DynamoDB::Table" 

    Properties: 

      AttributeDefinitions: 

        - AttributeName: "ID" 

          AttributeType: "S" 

      KeySchema: 

        - AttributeName: "ID" 

          KeyType: "HASH" 

      ProvisionedThroughput: 

        ReadCapacityUnits: 5 

        WriteCapacityUnits: 5 

 

We are creating a DynamoDB table with a simple primary key whose partition key is "ID". 

Additionally, we are setting the provisioned throughput to use 5 read capacity units and 5 write 

capacity units. This will fit within the AWS Free Tier. 

 

Notice that we're not specifying a table name property for our table. While you may optionally 

provide a name property, it's often a good idea to let CloudFormation generate resource names 

for you. This way you won't rely on hard-coded resource names, and it will be easier to use your 

application in multiple different stages. 

 

However, our application will need to use the table name as it interacts with it. Let's extract the 

table name after it has been created by setting it in the Outputs section, like we did with our API 

endpoint.  

 

2. Update the Outputs section of your SAM template to look as follows: 

 
Outputs: 

  APIEndpoint: 

    Description: "API Gateway endpoint URL for Prod stage" 

    Value: !Sub "https://${ServerlessRestApi}.execute-

api.${AWS::Region}.amazonaws.com/Prod/" 

  TableName: 

    Description: "Name of the DynamoDB table" 

    Value: !Ref DynamoDBTable 

 

Our new TableName output uses the Ref intrinsic function to return the name of our 

DynamoDB table. 

 

You can create your DynamoDB table by using the same build and deploy process from the last 

module.  

 

3. Run the following commands in your terminal: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/intrinsic-function-reference-ref.html
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sam build 

sam deploy 

 

After your application is deployed, you should see the outputs with your table name specified: 

 

 
 

One other note -- as you deployed your SAM template, it still included the definition for your 

Lambda function and API Gateway configuration. However, because the configuration for that 

part of your application did not change, CloudFormation knew to skip over those resources. This 

is a benefit to using CloudFormation and infrastructure-as-code -- it can result in faster, safer 

deployments as you only update what needs to be updated. 

 

Let's move on to interacting with our DynamoDB table in our Lambda function. 

Interacting with DynamoDB in your Lambda function code 

Now that we've created our table, let's update our function code to use the table in our function. 

 

In your Lambda functions, you will often interact with other AWS services. It could be 

DynamoDB to store data, Amazon SQS to enqueue a message, or Amazon EventBridge to 

broadcast an event. Whichever AWS service you use, the pattern is generally the same. You will 

import the AWS SDK for your runtime. Then, you will create a client for the service with which 

you will interact. Finally, you will call the method on that service. This is a benefit of working 

with DynamoDB in your serverless application, as using your database feels similar to using any 

other AWS service in your function code. 

 

4. Let's add DynamoDB to our function code. First, create a file called client.js in the src/ 

directory. In that file, paste the following contents: 
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const AWS = require("aws-sdk"); 

 

let client = null; 

 

exports.getClient = () => { 

  if (client) return client; 

  client = new AWS.DynamoDB({ 

    httpOptions: { 

      connectTimeout: 1000, 

      timeout: 1000, 

    }, 

  }); 

  return client; 

}; 

 

In this file, we import the AWS SDK. Then, we initialize a client property that is null. There is a 

getClient() function that is exported from the file. If a DynamoDB client exists, the function will 

return that client. Otherwise, it will create the client with some default configuration, then return 

the client to the caller. 

 

By centralizing the client creation logic in this module, we get two benefits. First, by caching this 

client, we are able to reuse the same client instance across Lambda invocations. Following the 

first request made by this client to the DynamoDB service, this instance will have completed the 

TLS handshake and retained a TCP connection. This will reduce response times on subsequent 

requests. The second benefit of centralizing client creation logic is that we can set up default 

configuration, such as timeout configuration, in one place. All users of the DynamoDB client 

will be configured with these best practices. 

 

With our client configuration code set up, move over to your function logic in src/main.js.  

 

5. Edit the contents to look as follows: 

 
const getClient = require("./client").getClient; 

 

exports.handler = async (event, context) => { 

  const response = await getClient() 

    .describeTable({ TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME }) 

    .promise(); 

  return { 

    statusCode: 200, 

    body: JSON.stringify({ 

      message: "Hello, world!", 

      table: response, 

    }), 

  }; 

}; 

 

In our modified function handler, we are importing the getClient function from our client 

module. Then, we get the client and call the describeTable() method. Finally, we return the 

DescribeTable response in our HTTP response. 
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Note two things about interacting with our table with the SDK. First, we must pass in the table 

name for the describeTable() method. To do this, we use the TABLE_NAME environment 

variable. We will configure this environment variable in the next step. 

 

Additionally, when calling a method on our client, we use the .promise() method to turn the 

request into a Promise. Then, we use the await syntax to wait for the Promise to settle before 

continuing. The interactions of different programming languages will differ, but this is the 

general approach when working with the AWS SDK in Node.js. 

 

Now that we have updated our Lambda function, let's make some changes in our SAM template 

to finalize this interaction. 

Updating your SAM template 

In order for the interaction between our Lambda function and our DynamoDB table to work, we 

need to make two updates to our SAM template. First, we need to inject an environment variable 

into our function with the DynamoDB table name. Second, we need to give our Lambda function 

permissions to access our DynamoDB table. 

 

Let's begin with the environment variable. Remember that when creating our DynamoDB table, 

we did not specify a table name. Rather, we let CloudFormation generate a name for our table. In 

our Lambda function code, we are expecting an environment variable with the name 

TABLE_NAME to contain our table's name. 

 

You can set environment variables in your Lambda function in your SAM configuration.  

 

6. In your SAM template, update the MainFunction resource to include the Environment 

section as shown below: 
Resources: 

  MainFunction: 

    Type: AWS::Serverless::Function 

    Properties: 

      CodeUri: ./ 

      Handler: src/main.handler 

      Runtime: nodejs14.x 

      Events: 

        HTTP: 

          Type: Api 

          Properties: 

            Path: / 

            Method: get 

      Environment: 

        Variables: 

          TABLE_NAME: !Ref DynamoDBTable 

 

Notice our Environment section has a Variables property where we can inject any environment 

variables we want. We are creating a variable called TABLE_NAME that uses the same Ref 
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intrinsic function that we used earlier in creating our Outputs. As CloudFormation processes our 

template, it will ensure the DynamoDB table is created first so that it can use the generated name 

for the table as an environment variable to the Lambda function. 

 

Next, we need to adjust the permissions for our Lambda functions.  

 

Access to most AWS resources, including DynamoDB, is managed using AWS Identity and 

Access Management (IAM). IAM is a powerful authentication and authorization tool for 

providing fine-grained access to your resources. 

 

In creating your Lambda function, it will be associated with an execution IAM role. This role has 

certain permissions attached to it that authorize access to various resources. When Lambda 

creates an instance of your function, it will generate temporary IAM credentials that authenticate 

to the given Lambda function's role, and these temporary credentials will be set in your Lambda 

environment as environment variables. The AWS SDKs have a process for resolving credentials 

to authenticate a request, from using credentials directly supplied to the client to reading 

credentials from environment variables to using default configuration files to locate credentials. 

With this process, you can rely on the credentials in your Lambda environment, and you don't 

need to worry about credential configuration. 

 

However, you must configure the IAM permissions for the role associated with your Lambda 

function.  

 

7. To give your function permission to use the DescribeTable API on your table, modify 

your function with the following Policies configuration: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-javascript/v2/developer-guide/setting-credentials-node.html
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Resources: 

  MainFunction: 

    Type: AWS::Serverless::Function 

    Properties: 

      CodeUri: ./ 

      Handler: src/main.handler 

      Runtime: nodejs14.x 

      Events: 

        HTTP: 

          Type: Api 

          Properties: 

            Path: / 

            Method: get 

      Environment: 

        Variables: 

          TABLE_NAME: !Ref DynamoDBTable 

      Policies: 

      - Statement: 

        - Sid: DDBDescribeTablePolicy 

          Effect: Allow 

          Action: 

          - dynamodb:DescribeTable 

          Resource: !GetAtt 'DynamoDBTable.Arn' 

 

The policy is in standard IAM policy format. Notice that it allows the 

"dynamodb:DescribeTable" action. The format for IAM policies will always be 

"<service>:<action>", and the action generally matches the API method you call with your 

client. Additionally, we limit this permission to the ARN of our DynamoDB table with the 

'Resource' condition. We are using the GetAtt intrinsic function from CloudFormation to retrieve 

the ARN of our DynamoDB table. 

 

8. Save the changes you made to your SAM template.  

 

By injecting the table name as an environment variable and setting the permissions for our 

Lambda function, we are now ready to access our DynamoDB table from our Lambda function. 

Deploying and calling our Lambda function 

Now that we have updated the function code and the SAM template, it is time to deploy our 

application and see it in action. 

 

9. In your terminal, run the same two-step process to build and deploy your application: 

 
sam build 

sam deploy 

 

After a few moments, your deployment will be complete.  

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/reference_policies_elements.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/reference_policies_elements_resource.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/intrinsic-function-reference-getatt.html
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10. Trigger your Lambda function by visiting the same API endpoint in your browser. You 

should see something similar to the following: 

 

 
 

Notice that in addition to our "Hello, world!" message, the response also includes the response 

from the DescribeTable action. We were able to use our configured client to make an 

authenticated request to DynamoDB to find our table details. 

Conclusion 

In this second module, you saw how to interact with DynamoDB. First, you modified your SAM 

template to provision a DynamoDB table using infrastructure-as-code. Then, you updated your 

function code to interact with your DynamoDB table. Next, you updated your SAM template to 

grant access to your DynamoDB table from your Lambda function. Finally, you deployed the 

updates and saw the effects of your changes. 

 

In the next module, we'll see how to use DynamoDB as a database in your serverless application 

by writing and reading data to your table. 
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Build a Basic Serverless Application 
Deploy using Amazon DynamoDB and AWS Lambda with patterns for serverless architectures  

• 1 2 3 4 

INTRODUCTION BUILD, DEPLOY 

SERVERLESS APP 

CREATE DYNAMODB 

TABLE 

USE DYNAMODB 

AS APP DATABASE 

ENABLE CHANGE 

DATA CAPTURE 

Module 3: Using DynamoDB to read and write data in 

your serverless application 

Introduction 

In this third module, you will see how to 

use DynamoDB as your primary database 

in your serverless application.  

 

DynamoDB is popular as a primary database in serverless applications for a number of reasons. 

First, it has a scaling model that works with hyper-ephemeral compute like Lambda. DynamoDB 

is designed to scale infinitely with the same consistent performance characteristics, no matter the 

size of your table. Further, it uses an HTTP-based connection model that does not require 

complicated networking configuration to enable access from your Lambda function. In contrast 

to many instance-based databases, there's no limit to the number of open connections to your 

DynamoDB database. Finally, it has a pay-per-use billing option that fits with the serverless 

preference of only paying for resources when you are using them. 

 

For our application, we'll build a single page counter application. We will add two new HTTP 

routes to our application: 

 

● When users visit /tags/{tag}, we will increment the counter for the given {tag}; 

● When users visit /count/{tag}, they can see the total visits for the given {tag}. 

 

As part of this module, you will see how to interact with your DynamoDB table to persist data 

between requests. Additionally, you will see how to use path parameters in your HTTP requests 

to customize the logic in your Lambda functions, as well as how to return different content types 

to your HTTP clients in your serverless applications. 

 

Advanced data modeling with DynamoDB is a complex topic and is out of scope for this course. 

For more on proper data modeling with DynamoDB, please see the DynamoDB Developer 

Guide. 

 

Let's see how to use DynamoDB as a primary database in our serverless application. 

Time to Complete 15 minutes 

Services Used 

 

• Amazon DynamoDB 

Free Tier eligible 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/Introduction.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/Introduction.html
https://aws.amazon.com/free/
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What You Will Learn 

• How to use DynamoDB as a primary database in your serverless application 

• How to use path parameters in your Lambda function to customize your function logic 

• How to configure path parameters in your SAM template 

• How to use the UpdateItem and GetItem API operations in DynamoDB 

Key Concepts 

API Gateway path parameters – Path parameters are variable elements within a URL path. 

Requests that use the same URL path structure but with unique values for the path parameters 

will be handled by the same Lambda function. These path parameters can be extracted by your 

Lambda function to customize logic in your handler, such as in deciding which resource to 

retrieve or modify. 

 

AWS SAM policy templates – AWS SAM provides pre-configured IAM policy templates that 

assist with configuring permissions for your Lambda functions. These templates codify 

commonly used patterns in serverless architectures to make it easier to grant least-privilege 

permissions to your functions.  

Implementation  

Writing a function to record visits in DynamoDB 

First, let's add a new endpoint to record user visits to our webpage. 

 

We want to track user visits according to the page they're on, rather than having a single count 

for all webpages. With our previous HTTP endpoint, we had a static endpoint to handle all 

requests. Now we want to use a dynamic endpoint that will capture information about the path in 

the request to customize our logic. Thus, a request to the path of "/tags/technology" would 

increment the counter for the "technology" tag, whereas a request to the path of "/tags/sports" 

would increase the counter for the "sports" tag. 

 

To do this, we will use path parameters in API Gateway and Lambda. A path parameter allows 

you to supply a portion of the URL path that will be captured as a variable and usable in your 

application logic. Our path will be "/tags/{tag}", so the name of the tag will be captured as the 

"tag" path parameter. 

 

First, let's make a new Lambda function.  

 

1. In the src/ directory, create a file named recordVisit.js. In that file, input the following 

contents: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/serverless-policy-templates.html
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const getClient = require("./client").getClient; 

 

exports.handler = async (event, context) => { 

  const tag = event.pathParameters.tag; 

 

  await getClient().updateItem({ 

    TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME, 

    Key: { 

      'ID': { 'S': tag } 

    }, 

    UpdateExpression: "SET #count = if_not_exists(#count, :zero) + 

:inc", 

    ExpressionAttributeNames: { 

      "#count": "Count" 

    }, 

    ExpressionAttributeValues: { 

      ":inc": { "N": "1" }, 

      ":zero": { "N": "0" } 

    } 

  }).promise() 

  return { 

    statusCode: 200, 

    headers: { 

      "Content-type": "text/html" 

    }, 

    body: `<div style="background-

color:#34D399;height:100%;display:flex;flex-

direction:column;justify-content:center;align-items:center"> 

<h1>YOUR VISIT COUNTS.</h1> 

<h2><a href="/Prod/counts/${tag}">Check the count for the tag 

"${tag}" here.</a></h2> 

</div> 

    ` 

  }; 

}; 

 

Like our first Lambda function, this function is importing the getClient() function and creating a 

handler for our Lambda function. However, there are a few new things we're doing as well. 

 

First, notice how we're extracting a "tag" variable from the pathParameters property in the event 

object. This gives us the customization we're talking about to act on the specific page that was 

visited. 

 

Second, we're using our DynamoDB client to call the UpdateItem API and increment the counter 

for the page tag. To do so, we use an update expression that adds one to the current count for the 

page. The UpdateItem API works as an upsert operation -- it will update an existing item if any, 

or it will insert a new record if one does not exist. Because the record may not exist, we use the 

if_not_exists() operator to initialize the count to 0 in the event that the tag does not exist. 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/APIReference/API_UpdateItem.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/Expressions.UpdateExpressions.html
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Finally, we return our response. Previously, we returned a response with JSON, which is 

common for many REST APIs. However, you can return other content types as well. Here, we're 

returning HTML, and we're setting a header with a Content-type of "text/html". 

 

Now that we have written our Lambda function, let's update our SAM template to register this 

new function. 

Registering your new function in your SAM template 

Whenever we add a new function to our serverless application, we need to create the function in 

our SAM template. This will ensure the function and related resources are provisioned by 

CloudFormation on our next deployment. 

 

2. Open your template.yaml file in your project. In the Resources block, add the following 

new RecordVisitFunction: 

 
Resources: 

  MainFunction: … 

 

  RecordVisitFunction: 

    Type: AWS::Serverless::Function 

    Properties: 

      CodeUri: ./ 

      Handler: src/recordVisit.handler 

      Runtime: nodejs14.x 

      Events: 

        HTTP: 

          Type: Api 

          Properties: 

            Path: /tag/{tag} 

            Method: get 

      Environment: 

        Variables: 

          TABLE_NAME: !Ref DynamoDBTable 

      Policies: 

      - Statement: 

        - Sid: DDBUpdateItemPolicy 

          Effect: Allow 

          Action: 

          - dynamodb:UpdateItem 

          Resource: !GetAtt 'DynamoDBTable.Arn 

 

  DynamoDBTable: ... 

 

Much of this function is similar to your previous function. It provides a CodeUri, and uses the 

path to the file and the exported method for the Handler. It also indicates the Runtime and adds 

the DynamoDB table name as an environment variable. 

 

There are a few differences as well. Recall that we want to use a path parameter in our HTTP 

path to be used in our function logic. In the Path configuration for our API event, notice that we 
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use "/tag/{tag}". Any values enclosed in curly brackets -- { } -- will be extracted as named path 

parameters for the incoming event. They will be available in the pathParameters property on 

the event object with the name given in the brackets. 

 

Finally, we add an IAM policy that gives our function the ability to use the UpdateItem API 

against our table. Notice again that the name of the method in the AWS SDK matches the name 

of the permission in our IAM policy. 

 

3. You can deploy your new function using the same two-step build and deploy process 

with AWS SAM: 

 
 sam build 

 sam deploy 

 

After the deployment is complete, you can visit your new endpoint. Use the base API endpoint 

you were using before with a path of "/tags/technology". You should see the following result in 

your browser: 

 

 
 

Nice! You are now tracking visits in DynamoDB. 

 

Notice that our users cannot yet view the counts for a particular tag. We have a link to the counts 

page configured on our recordVisit page, but it's not live yet. Let's implement that next. 
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Implementing a function to view page counts 

Next, we will implement the view counts function for our application. This function will respond 

to requests at the "/counts/{tag}" path and respond with the number of page views for a 

particular tag. 

 

4. In the src/ directory, create a new file called viewCounts.js. Paste the following contents 

into that file: 

 
const getClient = require("./client").getClient; 

 

exports.handler = async (event, context) => { 

  const tag = event.pathParameters.tag; 

 

  const response = await getClient().getItem({ 

    TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME, 

    Key: { 

      'ID': { 'S': tag } 

    }, 

  }).promise() 

 

  let count = 0 

  if (response.Item) { 

    count = parseInt(response.Item.Count.N) 

  } 

  return { 

    statusCode: 200, 

    headers: { 

      "Content-type": "text/html" 

    }, 

    body: `<div style="background-

color:#34D399;height:100%;display:flex;flex-

direction:column;justify-content:center;align-items:center"> 

<h1>The tag "${tag}" has ${count} total visits.</h1> 

</div> 

    ` 

  }; 

}; 

 

The contents of this file are similar to the recordVisit function. We will import the getClient() 

method and export a handler function. The function will extract the tag name from the path 

parameters in the event object and use it to make a GetItem API call to our DynamoDB table. 

 

If the item exists, it will use the Count attribute to populate a count variable. If not, we will use a 

default of "0" page views. Finally, we will return some HTML to the HTTP client indicating the 

number of views for the tag. 

 

Now that we have created our new Lambda function code, let's register the function and its event 

in our SAM template. 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/APIReference/API_GetItem.html
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5. Open your template.yaml file and insert the following ViewCountsFunction resource in 

the Resources section: 

 
Resources: 

  MainFunction: ... 

  RecordVisitFunction: ... 

  ViewCountsFunction: 

    Type: AWS::Serverless::Function 

    Properties: 

      CodeUri: ./ 

      Handler: src/viewCounts.handler 

      Runtime: nodejs14.x 

      Events: 

        HTTP: 

          Type: Api 

          Properties: 

            Path: /counts/{tag} 

            Method: get 

      Environment: 

        Variables: 

          TABLE_NAME: !Ref DynamoDBTable 

      Policies: 

        - DynamoDBReadPolicy: 

            TableName:  

              !Ref DynamoDBTable 

 

  DynamoDBTable: ... 

 

The configuration for this function is similar to our previous two functions. We configure 

information about the function and the events we want to trigger the function. Like with the 

RecordVisitLambda, we use a path parameter in our API event to capture the name of the tag. 

 

Look at the Policies section of this new function. Rather than using an inline policy, as we've 

done for the previous two functions, we are using a named AWS SAM policy template. A policy 

template is a pre-configured IAM policy for common patterns in serverless applications. Here, 

we are using the DynamoDBReadPolicy, which gives read permissions to our table. As part of 

using the policy, we also need to pass in placeholder values for the template. In this case, we 

need to pass in the name of our DynamoDB table. 

 

6. After updating your SAM template, you can deploy your new function with the same 

two-step build and deploy process we have used previously: 

 
sam build 

sam deploy 

 

7. After your deployment completes, you can visit the new ViewCounts endpoint by 

navigating to "/counts/{tag}" in your browser. You should see something similar to the 

following: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/serverless-policy-templates.html
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Success! You can now view the counts for your tags.  

 

Feel free to play around with different tags, including viewing the counts for tags that you 

haven't visited. 

Conclusion 

In this third module, you saw how to use DynamoDB as a primary database in your serverless 

application. First, you added a function to record page views in your DynamoDB table using 

path parameters to extract the page name. Then, you created a function to display view counts for 

a particular page. As you created these functions, you saw how to configure path parameters and 

IAM permissions in your SAM template. 

 

Calling DynamoDB directly in your Lambda function is the most common way to integrate 

DynamoDB into your serverless applications. In the next module, we'll see another pattern for 

using DynamoDB in your serverless applications by integrating Lambda with DynamoDB 

Streams. 
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Build a Basic Serverless Application 
Deploy using Amazon DynamoDB and AWS Lambda with patterns for serverless architectures  

• 1 2 3 4 

INTRODUCTION BUILD, DEPLOY 

SERVERLESS APP 

CREATE DYNAMODB 

TABLE 

USE DYNAMODB 

AS APP DATABASE 

ENABLE CHANGE 

DATA CAPTURE 

Module 4: Reacting to changes in DynamoDB with 

Lambda and DynamoDB Streams 

Introduction 

In this fourth module, you will see how to 

react to changes in your Amazon 

DynamoDB table using AWS Lambda and 

Amazon DynamoDB Streams. 

 

DynamoDB Streams is a feature provided 

by DynamoDB to provide change data 

capture for all modifications to items in your table. Whenever you perform a write operation in 

DynamoDB -- inserting a new item, updating an existing item, or deleting an item -- a record of 

that modification will be inserted into the DynamoDB Streams for the table. You can then 

process that DynamoDB Stream similar to other stream-based tools like Amazon Kinesis Data 

Streams or Apache Kafka. 

 

Stream-based systems are popular as a way to share data across multiple systems. You can use 

DynamoDB Streams to send data to internal analytics systems or to broadcast changes out to 

other services in your architecture. 

 

Another common pattern is to use DynamoDB Streams to asynchronously handle additional 

changes within the service to which the DynamoDB table belongs. For example, you may need 

to make updates to other items in your table or maintain aggregations across items. 

 

For our application, imagine we want to keep track of the total views across all pages in our 

application. We could calculate that total on the fly each time a user requests it, but this would 

slow down as the number of distinct pages in our application grew. Instead, we'll maintain a 

running count of the total page views by incrementing a counter for each new page view. 

 

As part of this module, you'll see how to work with DynamoDB Streams in your serverless 

application. First, you will enable DynamoDB Streams on your existing table. Then, you'll create 

a Lambda function to process the streams and increment a total page views count across all 

pages. 

 

Time to Complete 10 minutes 

Services Used 

 

• Amazon DynamoDB  

• Amazon DynamoDB 

Streams 

• AWS Lambda 

Free Tier eligible 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/Streams.html
https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/
https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/
https://aws.amazon.com/free/
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Let's get started on using DynamoDB Streams in our serverless application. 

What You Will Learn 

• How to build a reactive system to manage aggregates in your serverless application 

• How to enable DynamoDB Streams on your DynamoDB table 

• How to process a DynamoDB Stream with your Lambda function 

Key Concepts 

 

DynamoDB Streams – You can enable change data capture on your DynamoDB tables using 

DynamoDB Streams. After enabling DynamoDB Streams, each write operation on your table 

will result in a record of the operation being placed into an ordered stream. You can then process 

this stream to share the change with other services, to update analytics systems, or for other use 

cases.  

Implementation  

Enable DynamoDB Streams on your DynamoDB table 

The first step is to enable DynamoDB Streams on your table. DynamoDB Streams are an 

optional feature with DynamoDB, so you need to explicitly enable them in order before 

processing. 

 

In configuring your DynamoDB Streams, you need to make two choices. First, you need to 

determine the stream view type for the records in your stream. This refers to what information is 

included on each record in the stream. On one extreme, you can include the full DynamoDB item 

in the record, both as it looked before the change and as it now looks after the change. On the 

other extreme, you can include only the primary key of the item changed in the operation. In 

between, you can choose to include only the item as it looked before the change or only the item 

as it looks after the change. 

 

Your decision here will depend on your needs and the size of the items in your table. If you have 

large items, you may want to avoid having the full records before and after the change. However, 

having the entire record can make it easier to determine what changed in the operation and help 

to avoid additional requests to your database to find the current state of the item. 

 

A second decision you need to make is the stream mechanism to use. DynamoDB includes its 

own stream mechanism for handling the stream, or you can integrate with Kinesis Data Streams 

to handle your stream. In general, using the default DynamoDB Streams mechanism is the easier 

and lower cost option, whereas using the Kinesis Data Streams will give you additional power 

and configurability on your stream processing. To best understand your choice, please review the 

DynamoDB documentation on Streaming Options for Change Data Capture. 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/streamsmain.html
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For our purposes, we will use the default DynamoDB Streams mechanism as well as the most 

expansive stream view type. 

 

We will configure our DynamoDB Streams via infrastructure-as-code in our SAM template.  

 

1. Open your template.yaml file and update the DynamoDBTable resource to look as 

follows: 

 
Resources: 

  MainFunction: ... 

  RecordVisitFunction: ... 

  ViewCountsFunction: ... 

 

  DynamoDBTable: 

    Type: "AWS::DynamoDB::Table" 

    Properties: 

      AttributeDefinitions: 

        - AttributeName: "ID" 

          AttributeType: "S" 

      KeySchema: 

        - AttributeName: "ID" 

          KeyType: "HASH" 

ProvisionedThroughput: 

        ReadCapacityUnits: 5 

        WriteCapacityUnits: 5 

      StreamSpecification: 

        StreamViewType: "NEW_AND_OLD_IMAGES" 

 

We have added the StreamSpecification property at the bottom to indicate that we want to 

include both the old and new images in the record. 

 

Notice in the CloudFormation documentation for the AWS::DynamoDB::Table resource that an 

update to the StreamSpecification property requires no interruption. This means we can add our 

DynamoDB Stream at any time without requiring downtime or a replacement of our table. All 

existing data in the table will be retained. 

 

2. After saving your template, you can deploy your application using the same two-step 

build and deploy command we have used previously: 

 
sam build 

sam deploy 

 

Once the deployment has completed, your DynamoDB Stream will be configured on your table. 

However, we still need to process the records in our stream. Let's do that next. 

Processing your DynamoDB Stream with AWS Lambda 

In this step, we will configure a Lambda function to process our DynamoDB Stream. This 

function will increment an overall views counter every time a page is viewed. 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/aws-resource-dynamodb-table.html#cfn-dynamodb-table-streamspecification
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When working with a stream using technologies like DynamoDB Streams, Amazon Kinesis, or 

Apache Kafka, you can have multiple, independent consumers process the streams at the same 

time. To accommodate this, streams do not delete records from the stream after they are viewed. 

Rather, streams continually append new data to the end of the stream. Each consumer is 

responsible for maintaining its position in the stream in order to understand which records have 

already been processed. 

 

You can use AWS Lambda to process streams from DynamoDB, Kinesis, or Amazon Managed 

Streaming for Apache Kafka (Amazon MSK). When you use Lambda as your consumer, you do 

not need to worry about maintaining stream positions and scaling your fleet to handle the 

different shards or partitions in the stream. The AWS Lambda service will handle these concerns 

for you. 

 

When processing a DynamoDB Stream with Lambda, you need to specify the maximum batch 

size. Lambda will then invoke your functions with a payload a number of records up to the 

maximum batch size. 

 

In your Lambda function, the DynamoDB Streams event payload will look similar to the 

following: 
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{ 

  "Records": [ 

    { 

      "eventID": "1", 

      "eventVersion": "1.0", 

      "dynamodb": { 

        "Keys": { 

          "Id": { 

            "N": "101" 

          } 

        }, 

        "NewImage": { 

          "Message": { 

            "S": "New item!" 

          }, 

          "Id": { 

            "N": "101" 

          } 

        }, 

        "StreamViewType": "NEW_AND_OLD_IMAGES", 

        "SequenceNumber": "111", 

        "SizeBytes": 26 

      }, 

      "awsRegion": "us-west-2", 

      "eventName": "INSERT", 

      "eventSourceARN": eventsourcearn, 

      "eventSource": "aws:dynamodb" 

    }, 

    { 

      "eventID": "2", 

      "eventVersion": "1.0", 

      "dynamodb": { 

        "OldImage": { 

          "Message": { 

            "S": "New item!" 

          }, 

          "Id": { 

            "N": "101" 

          } 

        }, 

        "SequenceNumber": "222", 

        "Keys": { 

          "Id": { 

            "N": "101" 

          } 

        }, 

        "SizeBytes": 59, 

        "NewImage": { 

          "Message": { 

            "S": "This item has changed" 

          }, 

          "Id": { 

            "N": "101" 

          } 
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        }, 

        "StreamViewType": "NEW_AND_OLD_IMAGES" 

      }, 

      "awsRegion": "us-west-2", 

      "eventName": "MODIFY", 

      "eventSourceARN": sourcearn, 

      "eventSource": "aws:dynamodb" 

    } 

 

Notice that there is a Records attribute, which is an array containing all of the DynamoDB 

Stream records in your batch. Each record includes certain properties, such as the "eventName" 

(which can be "INSERT", "MODIFY", or "REMOVE"), as well as a "dynamodb" property that 

includes the primary key of the item and the new and old images of the item, if configured. 

 

3. Let's create our processor. In your src/ directory, make a new file called 

streamProcessor.js with the following contents: 

 
const getClient = require("./client").getClient; 

 

const COUNTER_KEY = "COUNTER" 

 

exports.handler = async (event, context) => { 

  const filteredRecords = event.Records.filter((record) => { 

    return (record.eventName === "INSERT" || record.eventName === 

"MODIFY") && 

            record.dynamodb.Keys.ID.S !== COUNTER_KEY 

  }) 

 

  await getClient().updateItem({ 

    TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME, 

    Key: { 

      'ID': { 'S': COUNTER_KEY } 

    }, 

    UpdateExpression: "SET #totalViews = if_not_exists(#totalViews, 

:zero) + :inc", 

    ExpressionAttributeNames: { 

      "#totalViews": "TotalViews" 

    }, 

    ExpressionAttributeValues: { 

      ":inc": { "N": filteredRecords.length.toString() }, 

      ":zero": { "N": "0" } 

    } 

  }).promise() 

}; 

 

This file is similar to our other functions in that it has an exported handler that is the entrypoint 

to our Lambda function. In the file, we set a property for our overall page views key of 

"COUNTER". 

 

As our handler receives a batch of records, we filter out records that don't match our needs. First, 

we want to act only on INSERT and MODIFY events, as we don't want to increment the counter 
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if an item is deleted. Second, we want to filter out records where the primary key is the same as 

our overall counter item. Without this filter, we would end up in an infinite loop where we would 

increment our counter item, which would put a record in the stream, which would result in 

another increment to the counter item, and so on. 

 

Once we have filtered our records, then we run an UpdateItem operation similar to what we did 

in the recordVisit Lambda function. This will increment the TotalViews property by the number 

of records remaining after our filter was applied. 

 

After creating the contents of our Lambda function, we also need to create it and configure the 

trigger in our SAM template.  

 

4. Open the template.yaml file and add the following StreamProcessingFunction to the 

Resources section: 

 
Resources: 

  MainFunction: ... 

  RecordVisitFunction: ... 

  ViewCountsFunction: ... 

  StreamProcessorFunction: 

    Type: AWS::Serverless::Function 

    Properties: 

      CodeUri: ./ 

      Handler: src/streamProcessor.handler 

      Runtime: nodejs14.x 

      Events: 

        DynamoDBStream: 

          Type: DynamoDB 

          Properties: 

            Stream: !GetAtt DynamoDBTable.StreamArn 

            StartingPosition: TRIM_HORIZON 

            BatchSize: 100 

      Environment: 

        Variables: 

          TABLE_NAME: !Ref DynamoDBTable 

      Policies: 

      - Statement: 

        - Sid: DDBUpdateItemPolicy 

          Effect: Allow 

          Action: 

          - dynamodb:UpdateItem 

          Resource: !GetAtt 'DynamoDBTable.Arn' 

 

  DynamoDBTable: ... 

 

This StreamProcessorFunction is similar to the other function resources you have created. It 

includes a CodeUri, Handler, and Runtime, as well as IAM Policies and environment variables to 

enable the UpdateItem operation in the function code. 
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Look to the Events property on the function. We are configuring an event as before, but this time 

it is of Type DynamoDB. This indicates we're processing a DynamoDB Stream, rather than 

configuring an HTTP endpoint with API Gateway as before. We need to pass in the Stream 

ARN, which we retrieve with the GetAtt intrinsic function from CloudFormation. Additionally, 

we configure the batch size and the initial starting point for our processor. 

 

5. After saving the file, you can deploy your new infrastructure using the same commands 

to build and deploy your SAM project: 

 
sam build 

sam deploy 

 

After your deployment, you can visit the page tracking pages again to record some visits and 

trigger your stream processor. However, it can be difficult to see the effects of this without 

viewing metrics in the AWS console. Let's make this counter more visible by updating our view 

counts function to display the overall count. 

Displaying total views on the view counts function 

In the previous step, we created a counter of overall page views using DynamoDB Streams and 

AWS Lambda to maintain this aggregation. In this step, we'll update our view counts function to 

make this overall count visible. 

 

6. Open the file in src/viewCounts.js. This contains the code to display the page views for a 

particular tag. Update with the following code: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/intrinsic-function-reference-getatt.html
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const getClient = require("./client").getClient; 

 

exports.handler = async (event, context) => { 

  const tag = event.pathParameters.tag; 

 

  const response = await getClient().getItem({ 

    TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME, 

    Key: { 

      'ID': { 'S': tag } 

    }, 

  }).promise() 

 

  let count = 0 

  if (response.Item) { 

    count = parseInt(response.Item.Count.N) 

  } 

 

  const totalsResponse = await getClient().getItem({ 

    TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME, 

    Key: { 

      'ID': { 'S': "COUNTER" } 

    }, 

  }).promise() 

 

  let totalCount = 0 

  if (totalsResponse.Item) { 

    totalCount = parseInt(totalsResponse.Item.TotalViews.N) 

  } 

  return { 

    statusCode: 200, 

    headers: { 

      "Content-type": "text/html" 

    }, 

    body: `<div style="background-

color:#34D399;height:100%;display:flex;flex-

direction:column;justify-content:center;align-items:center"> 

<h1>The tag "${tag}" has ${count} total visits.</h1> 

<h2>You have ${totalCount} visits across all pages.</h2> 

</div> 

    ` 

  }; 

}; 

 

In our modified code, we made a second request to DynamoDB to fetch the overall counter item. 

Then, we return the total counts in our HTML response. 

 

To make this change, we only need to modify our function code. We don't need to make any 

corresponding changes to our infrastructure in our SAM template.  

 

7. You can deploy these changes using the same two commands to build and deploy the 

project: 
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sam build 

sam deploy 

 

After the deployment has completed, you can visit the viewCounts page to view the counts for a 

tag and for the overall site. You should see something like the following: 

 

 
 

Notice how you may see more visits for a particular tag than you have overall visits for your site. 

When enabling DynamoDB Streams after a table is created, you will only get write events for 

operations going forward. It won't include operations that occurred before your stream was 

enabled. If you need to backfill aggregations that occurred before you started using a stream, you 

will need to perform a Scan on your DynamoDB table. 

 

Now that we have completed our application, let's see how to clean up the resources we created 

in this tutorial. 

Clean up 

As you complete this module, you will want to remove the resources you created in this tutorial. 

 

When using AWS SAM and CloudFormation as your infrastructure-as-code tool, you can 

remove your entire application infrastructure with a single command. This saves you from 

having to find each resource individually for removal. 

 

8. To remove your application, run the following command in your terminal: 
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aws cloudformation delete-stack --stack-name <YourStackName> 

 

Be sure to replace "<YourStackName>" with the name of the stack for your application. You can 

find it in the samconfig.toml in your project directory. 

Conclusion 

In this fourth module, you saw how to use DynamoDB Streams to enable change data capture on 

your DynamoDB table, as well as how to use AWS Lambda to process your DynamoDB Stream. 

First, you enabled DynamoDB Streams in your AWS SAM template. Then, you wrote a stream 

processor function that aggregated page views across all tags to increment a global page counter. 

Finally, you updated your ViewCounts function to display total page views across your 

application. 

 

In this tutorial, you saw how to create a serverless application that uses Lambda and DynamoDB. 

First, you learned how to provision a basic Lambda function with an HTTP endpoint using AWS 

SAM. Then, you saw the two common patterns for interacting with DynamoDB in your Lambda 

functions. Whether you are using DynamoDB as your primary database from your Lambda 

function or you are processing DynamoDB Streams for asynchronous work, Lambda and 

DynamoDB are a great fit for serverless applications. 

https://aws.amazon.com/events/online-tech-talks/on-demand/?ott-on-demand-all.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateTime&ott-on-demand-all.sort-order=desc&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-level=*all&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-category=categories%23databases&awsf.ott-on-demand-master-format=style%23virtual-workshop&ott-on-demand-all.q=dynamodb&ott-on-demand-all.q_operator=AND
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